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PURPOSE
SafeBLAST is a utility and deflationary token that can be used to make direct payment on
purchases where accepted worldwide. There's no need to sell or swap SafeBLAST (BLAST)
tokens before making purchases. Also, every BNB Chain transaction reduces the circulating
supply of the BLAST token, which makes it deflationary.

SafeBLAST (BLAST) tokens can also be traded on BLASTswap.com, Uniswap.org
PancakeSwap.finance and some centralized exchanges. BLAST tokens can also be purchased
in Play-To-Earn (P2E) games, where BLAST token can be used for in-game activities.

BLAST tokens can also be used to purchase SafeBLAST NFTs and a variety of SafeBLAST
merchandise.

Total/Max Supply (100%)

https://bscscan.com/token/0xddc0dbd7dc799ae53a98a60b54999cb6ebb3abf0#balances

1,000,000,000,000,000 (1Q)

Current Percentage (%) of Burned Tokens

Total PreLaunch Burn (56%): 560,000,000,000,000 (560T)

Decimals: 9

Smart Contract Owner Address:
0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000



OVERVIEW
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The second part is LP GENERATION, which is often referred to as Liquidity. This part get
5% transaction fee and deposited back into PancakeSwap liquidity pool, which is also

SafeBlast is an independent project that works by taking a 10% fee on every transaction on the
BNB Chain. This is divided into two parts - REWARDS and LIQUIDITY. The REWARDS is a 5%
transaction fee, which is auto-distributed to every wallet that holds BLAST on the BNB Chain
based on percentage of holding. The more BLAST tokens a wallet holds, the more rewards it will
receive. The "Dead" (Burn) wallet receives the most percentage to remove from circulation.

LOCKED. These two functions work together to support the BLAST token ecosystem. The
LP generation function allows the smart contract to automatically converts half of this 5% into BNB
coin and pair with the other half in BLAST, to keep the LOCKED liquidity pool balanced.



SAFEBLAST (BLAST) PROTOCOL

VERIFIED RENOUNCE LINK
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4e8e90c5e2d

SafeBlast uses three easy to understand functions: Redistribution, LP acquisition and
Burn.PancakeSwap liquidity is forever locked for the safety and longevity of the product.

SafeBLAST Smart Contract is Renounced, which means it cannot be manipulated.
NO additional SafeBLAST (BLAST) tokens will ever be created or minted. Liquidity is locked
and automatically locks after each transaction. A Renounced SafeBLAST contract also
mean, NO individual or company benefits from or controls the pool. Safe and Secured.

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x7040dffe2c3a44b1432873e27f624c7c9b3c9f3e69a51bd9826fd

 
SafeBLAST (BLAST) Token Launch on May 01, 2021

Smart Contract Ownership Renounce on May 01, 2021

SECURITY

SafeBLAST (BLAST) token is founded on the BNB chain. NO additional BLAST tokens are created on any other blockchain.

Token is moved from Chain to Chain via bridge only. The deflationary functions and transaction taxes, is only on the BNB chain.

NOTE:

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x7040dffe2c3a44b1432873e27f624c7c9b3c9f3e69a51bd9826fd4e8e90c5e2d
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5% automatically
goes to Rewards
Distribution to every
wallet on BNB Chain

NO transaction tax on Centralized Exchanges (ZERO)
 
NO transaction tax on the ETH Chain including Uniswap

NOTE:

Suggested to set Slippage around 11% - 12% on PancakeSwap
SLIPPAGE

Suggested to set any slippage on Uniswap depending on network congestion

BLAST token is deflationary. ALL burned tokens are gone forever and out of circulation.
The circulating supply will continue to go down. Check explorer for current supply total.

5% automatically goes to
locked Pancakeswap liquidity

CIRCULATING SUPPLY



CIRCULATING SUPPLY

COMMUNITY
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Safeblast is an independent smart contract. It has been created to be a decentralized and

SafeBLAST's deflationary function automatically reduces the circulating supply daily.
When token demand increases, it will also create a reduction in supply.
View Blockchain for current circulating supply.

democratic project, where all volunteers are heard and in charge of decisions. There is
no entity or company that controls the buying and selling activities.

The group of volunteers from all over the world, will help promote the project to reach
more users and grow adoption.



MEDIA

RISK DISCLAIMER
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SafeBLAST (BLAST) has been featured on many of the top media outlets including the
following, but not limited to: Bloomberg, NASDAQ, Yahoo News, Market Watch,
Benzinga, Yahoo Finance, Business Insider, CoinMarketCap Article and more.

This document is merely informative and does imply a contractual relationship. This white
paper is not a prospectus of any sort and is not an offer of securities or a solicitation for
investment. Tokens are not stocks, securities or other financial instruments or rights and
entail no rights to receive or participate in future profits, revenue or financial gains.
Moreover, the tokens are not a value storage asset and do not convey any intellectual
property rights.

The terms used and defined herein do not hold any effective or legal meaning of the
same terms outside of this document, the website or the platform. SafeBLAST does not
have owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors or other exercise
of company governance.

This document is not investment advice and we are not responsible for the decisions you
take based on the information contained herein. Crypto/digital asset activity is hazardous,
high-risk, highly volatile and entails security risks as well as the potential lack of economic
results, pricing volatility, inadequate liquidity, loss of value, theft, hacking, complete loss
of Tokens, etc. This document does not imply a promise or warranty related to the future
use or existence of the Tokens. By purchasing the Tokens you assume all risks and there
shall be no possible legal action against us in case of failure, non-performance or non-
implementation of the platform.

We shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of
any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise arising from your reliance on the content of this
document. We do not represent or warrant (i) the merchantability, availability,
performance, functionality, value, fitness for a particular purpose, suitability, title or non-
infringement of any law or regulation of the Tokens; (ii) that this document is accurate and
error free and does not infringe any third-party rights; (iii) the development of the platform
and other functionalities detailed herein.




